g dvia
A person who digs a hole on zay for the purpose of the dirt, is
not aiig a oaxw, as the aeig is only for digging for the purpose of
the hole, not for the digging in order to acquire dirt (though the
act is still opaxcn xeq`).
It is xzen to do mcd ieqik with ashes from wood, unless the ashes
came from wood burned on aeh mei, in which case the ashes are
dvwen, unless they are sufficiently hot to cook an egg, in which
case they are not dvwen (and although the ashes are technically
clep, since the wood can be used as a fire for ytp lke`, the same
use can be transferred to its ashes, thus removing its clep status).
If there is a large pile of dirt in the house with intent to use it in
the garden, it may be used for mcd ieqik as being as how there is
so much, the owner has in mind to use it for whatever need may
arise. However, if there is only a basket full of dirt intended to
be used in the garden, then the dirt is dvwen for its intended use,
and may not be used for mcd ieqik.
If a basket filled with dirt is brought into the house and is not set
aside for any specific use, it may be used for any purpose,
provided that the dirt is loose (and that the use is xzen to be done
on aeh mei, such as mcd ieqik).
A iek should not be hgy on aeh mei, as being as how there is a
wtq as to whether a iek is a dnda or dig, there is a wtq of ieqik
mcd, and it is xeq` as we are worried that if someone sees ieqik

mcd being done on a iek on aeh mei he will presume that a iek is a
dig (as we would not allow the `gxih of mcd ieqik on aeh mei for
a wtq) and therefore it’s alg is xzen (when in fact, since it is a
wtq, the alg of a iek is xeq`). The `''nx notes that if the blood of
the iek is in the middle of the xvg it may be covered--or for that
matter, even the blood of a dnda may be covered--as it is a sxb
irx ly.
If a dnda, dig and ser were hgy and their blood mixed together,
mcd ieqik may not be done unless no exertion is required. zetqez
notes that we learn from here that the minkg have the gk to be
xwer a `ziixe`c devn (mcd ieqik), provided that it is a l`e ay
dyrz (the reason the minkg were xwer this devn is to protect
aeh mei zyecw, and any exertion not absolutely required, should
not be done).
If a person forgot to do mcd ieqik on a dnda or dig that was hgy
on aeh mei axr, it is xeq` to do mcd ieqik on aeh mei, as since it
could have been done aeh mei axr, we do not permit the extra
`gxih on ah mei.

